Who we are


The Company has a deep and specific know-how about market and continuously listens and analyzes input, trend and feedback about FMCG and Industrial Supply Chain.

Spezzano Trasporti’s fleet includes LNG (liquid methane), Euro 6 and Euro 5 trucks. The trailers fleet is composed by a wide variety of equipments, suitable to satisfy all Customers needs and ensuring an excellent service level both in FMCG and industrial world.

Contacts
T. +39 335 7239447
direzione@spezzanotrasporti.it

Activity description

In order to achieve targets, the Company bases the whole activity on several core principles, such as:

• Innovation and Research in order to guarantee optimitzazion of cold chain
• Customer care in order to meet all needs and provide an impeccable service
• Safety and Security as fundamentals
• Environmental care by continuous improvements, with the aim of decreasing CO² emissions

www.spezzanotrasporti.it